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Blended families have many shapes and sizes and the complexity of combining
two households with different established traditions usually proves to be very
difficult. Understanding the complexities of the Blended Family will help set
you up for the greatest chance for success.
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WHO SHOULD ATTEND THE CONFERENCE?
• Individuals or couples in a Blended Family
• Couples considering blending their families
• Single parents who hope to remarry
• Minister/Church Staff/Teachers and others who want to understand the
Blended Family situation
• Ministers/Church Staff/Group Leaders hoping to start a Blended Family
Ministry
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CONFERENCE SPEAKER:
Ron L. Deal - Founder and President of Smart Stepfamilies
and director of blended family ministries for FamilyLife. Ron
is author/coauthor of five books on blended family life and is
considered a leading expert in stepfamily ministry. He regularly appears on FamilyLife Today, Focus on the Family, The
700 Club, and other national media outlets. As a licensed
marriage and family therapist and licensed professional counselor, Deal has
extensive experience in local church and family ministry consulting.
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For more information about Mr. Deal and his ministry, visit
www.smartstepfamilies.com
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COST:
$25/person - includes registration (required), workbook, childcare
(birth-5th grade), snacks/drinks
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SCHEDULE:
Friday, October 5 - 7:00p - 9:30p
(Check-in and Childcare drop off begins at 6:30p)
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Saturday, October 6 - 8:30a - 12:30p
(Childcare drop off begins at 8:00a)
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ADDITIONAL WORKSHOP for PASTORS, MINISTRY LEADERS,
CHURCH STAFF & TEACHERS:
Friday, October 5 - 2:00p - 4:00p FREE!
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TESTIMONIALS
“Our two year anniversary was this past weekend and our gift to each other
was attending your conference in Iowa. The challenges of being a stepfamily
had left us pretty overwhelmed lately... This conference was so encouraging and gave us the godly principles we need. We are so grateful! As we have
returned home to face those same challenges we do so with renewed strength
and a changed attitude. We are correcting our errors and it has yielded positive
responses already. Thank you and God bless!!”
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“I had no idea how difficult stepfamily life is - nor did I realize that I was
inadvertently giving the wrong advice to couples in my church.” (This senior
pastor’s comments reflected many that we’ve received from church leaders
after attending a ministry workshop.) “Now I get it. I understand much better
what they need from me.”
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marriage@rpcstaff.org
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RockPointe Church MarriedLife
@rpc_marriedlife
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